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What is KEBAPP – Contribution 

Route Finder App Game or Video-Streaming Server 

Super Boring! 
HELP! 

An application sharing and information-
processing framework for smartphone apps 



What applications does KEBAPP deal with 
(Design Space) 

•  By and large, smartphone apps target: 
–  Static content, e.g., news updates 
–  Personalised content, e.g., Facebook/Twitter updates 
–  Processed information, e.g., route finder, gaming 

We envision a pool of application resources to provide D2D 
access to processed and non-personalised information 



Where/When do we need KEBAPP 
(Target environments) 

•  Overcrowded areas  
–  Airports, festivals, stadiums, IETF :) 

•  Fragmented networks 
–  Natural disasters (floods, earthquakes) 

•  Not (or poorly) connected environments 
–  Airplanes, trains, ferries, developing regions 

 
In most of those cases, Internet connectivity is not even 

necessary! 



How does KEBAPP work? 

Three main components 
1) Application-centric naming 

–  Applications share common name-spaces 
and support the use of keywords 

2) Application-centric connectivity 
–  Applications manage connectivity by defining 

and/or joining WiFi broadcast domains 
3) Information-centric forwarding 

–  Extending Named Data Networking primitives 

Applications act both as clients and as servers 



Application-Centric Naming (App IDs) 

•  Needs to support fine-grained description of the desired processed 
information 

 
•  Fixed part: NDN hierarchical naming, longest prefix match 

–  Needs to guarantee compatibility between applications 
–  Can define static content: /NewsApp/politics/	
–  Or invoke computation: /myTravelAdvisor/Top10Restos	
–  App GUI indicates naming, users do not have to be aware of naming 

•  Hashtags: free keywords to assist application processing 
–  /myTravelAdvisor/Top10Restos	#userRating;	#London;	#indian	
–  /routeFinder/tube	#euston;	#waterloo 

exchange of files over an opportunistic network. Similarly, the
Floating Content [8] concept leverages ad-hoc communications
among mobile users to share local information. According
to Floating Content, message and information replication is
limited in time and space. The proposed solutions so far aim at
either enabling IP-based connectivity in mobile environments,
or supporting the generic, application-agnostic exchange of
content and computations often employing ICN primitives,
e.g., name-based routing and forwarding [9]. Named Function
Networking (NFN) [10] extends the resolution-by-name ICN
primitives providing in-network data computations, but without
enabling application sharing in mobile environments.

Last, but not least, the recent trend towards “distributed
edge-mobile or fog computing” is pushing application logic
closer to the end user [11]. Although still in its early days,
the concept of fog computing attempts to bring computation
and processing of information (i.e., the cloud) closer to the
end-user. The main benefit of this paradigm is more efficient
use of resources and reduced response latency.

In this article, we take a step further from content sharing,
host-centric communications and fog computing and focus
on the prevailing application-centric computation and commu-
nication model. The proposed framework explicitly enables
access to the desired processed and non-personalised infor-
mation through the concept of application sharing, effectively
leveraging on a pool of application resources. Namely, we
leverage application-centrism to facilitate information discov-
ery through application-driven and application-defined, hierar-
chical namespaces. Given the ad-hoc nature of the proposed
computation framework, our approach further extends these
namespaces by introducing the concept of keywords, i.e., free-
text or application-driven (GUI) parameters used to enable the
invocation of applications at co-located mobile devices. This
enables the description, discovery and retrieval of processed in-
formation, further supporting variable accuracy results, instead
of only exact matches, e.g., a search result that does not contain
all search terms. Note that the invocation of remote processing
(in co-located smartphone or WiFi AP devices) is central to
our framework, as opposed to previous work on retrieving
static content from nearby devices. Our keyword-based mobile
application sharing framework (KEBAPP), manages connec-
tivity in an application-centric way, i.e., coupling connectivity
options and opportunities to applications and their namespaces.
KEBAPP extends existing ICN primitives, namely CCN/NDN,
thus resulting in a generic solution across different applications
and overcoming the pitfalls of IP.

II. THE KEBAPP FRAMEWORK

We present KEBAPP, a new application-centric information
sharing framework oriented to support opportunistic computing
between mobile devices. Our approach targets scenarios where
large numbers of mobile devices are co-located, presenting the
opportunity for localised, collective computing with a special
focus on application sharing and information processing. In
this context, KEBAPP employs application-centrism to fa-
cilitate/enable (i) the exchange of processed information, in
contrast to merely static content, and (ii) the discovery and
delivery of information to satisfy user interests.

Figure 1, presents the structure of a KEBAPP-enabled
host. KEBAPP provides a new layer between the application

Fig. 1. KEBAPP-enabled host

and the link layers exhibiting three major design features.
Namely, (i) application-centric naming, where applications
share common name-spaces and further support the use of
keywords (Section II-A), (ii) application-centric connectivity
management (KEBAPP WiFi Manager), where applications
manage connectivity by defining and/or joining WiFi broadcast
domains (Section II-B), and (iii) information-centric forward-
ing, extending CCN/NDN primitives (Section II-C).

A. Naming

The discovery and invocation of services/applications in the
networking vicinity of a user builds on a naming scheme that
enables the fine-grained description of the desired processed
information. To this end, KEBAPP builds on the observation
that mobile computing is largely application-centric, i.e., users
tend to access information using purpose-built applications,
rather than web-browsers. Application-centricity presents a
series of important characteristics:

• Applications inherently support the structuring of the
namespace within their semantic context. In turn,
instances of the same (or similar) application can
share the same namespace in describing the related
information, e.g., categories in a news application.

• Applications are inherently used for computa-
tion, enabling the (lightweight) processing of con-
tent/information, e.g., searching, sorting data or com-
puting a route.
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App Developer

Fig. 2. Keyword-based Names

Taking these features into account, KEBAPP names are
composed of two main parts (see Figure 2):

Fixed Hierarchical Part. It follows the hierarchical nam-
ing scheme of CCN/NDN and its purpose is to guaran-
tee compatibility between instances of the same or dif-



Application-Centric Connectivity 
•  Application-specific 802.11 broadcast domains, 

through Basic Service Set(s), BSSs 
–  Every KEBAPP advertises its own SSID, through WiFi 

Direct Groups 
–  WiFi Neighbour-Awareness Networking (NAN) can find 

applications behind BSSs 

gameX 
tripAdvisor 

routeFinder 

*K.V. Katsaros et. al. “Information-Centric Connectivity”, 
IEEE Communications Magazine, to appear. 



Information-Centric Forwarding 
•  Single-hop broadcasting domains 
•  Broadcast domains are considered as interfaces of 

a node 
•  FIB is populated with neighbouring BSSIDs 

gameX 
tripAdvisor 

routeFinder 

Name Prefix BSSID if 

/travel/tripAdvisor #x #y tripAdvisor #1 

/gaming/gameX #z gameX #2 

Name Prefix BSSID if 

/travel/routeFinder #x routeFinder #1 



Feasibility – RouteFinder App 

Setup 
Mobility trace from 3300 users in a Stockholm 
subway station throughout one hour 

All users: 3300 

KEBAB  
Users (10%) 

RouteFinder  
App Users 



Great stuff!  
We now have to implement that!! :) 
 
Thanks! 

Work done together with Sergi Rene, Vasilis Sourlas, Dinos Katsaros and George Pavlou (UCL) 
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